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Noted Novelist
Proffers Prize
For Best Prose

ORONO, MAINE,FEBRUARY 27, 1936

No. 18

Winning Images In Snow Sculpturing Contest

Rushing Over
For Sororities
As Many Pledge

Dr. Mary E. Chase
Gives $100 Prize
For Contest

47 Co-Eds Receive
Bows as Rushing
Period Ends

TO CONCERN MAINE

THIRTEEN GO A. 0. PI

Largest Single Prize
University Has Yet
Offered

28 Freshman Girls with
19 Upperclass Women
Join Sororities

Ellis, Chairman of the FaculIllittee on Honors, received last
, ,eck for one hundred dollars from
• Ellen Chase, eminent novelist

The period for women's sorority rushing ended at 5:00 p.m. Thursday, Febru-

_ iduate of the University in the
1,0). as a prize to be awarded for The two prize-winning snow models in the Maine Outing Club's Winter Carnival Contest. Phi Gamma Delta's artistic—sculpture was awarded first
place. Hannibal Hamlin Hall's timely sculpture of a two-man bob-sled was chosen as the second best snow model.
time at Commencement in June,
a
during
IR continued thereafter
period.
idance with Miss Chase's wishes
for the best
•
•
original prose by a University
; e,
dealing with Maine life, charr, or setting. It is to be between 3000
Ranging front "St. George and the conunendable entries. Sigma Chi had a
Sokolsky Is Authority
Outstanding Authority
,-;oist words in length, and may be a
Dragon," erected by Phi Eta Kappa, to fine lighthouse standing before its new
biography
On China, Japan
or
Employment
Will
narrative
historical
On
piece of
Phi Kappa Sigma's creation of a mariner house. A light on the top, revolving at
sr tcti,Mor pure essay in form.
guiding
his
ship,
the
And Russia
Winter Carnival night, made the statue outstanding. Beta
Speak Here
snow sculpturing statues have attracted Theta Pi, last year's winner, presented a
Thi• is the largest single prize yet ofGA:or w: E. Sokolsky, prominent author
"How to Get a Job" will be the subject considerable attention front all over the knight mounted on a steed before a castle
at the Uioversity, and reflects Miss
and
leading authority on China, Japan,
active
interest
in
her
Fletchand
William
L.
keen
state.
Not
ili,a-,•••
only on Saturday, the day of door. A clever drum major, bedecked in
of a series of talks by
e state. Rules governing the con- er, of Boston, nationally known authority the Carnival, but all this week crowds of high hat and cape in the manner of a true and Russia, will speak before the Maine
date for submitting papers, and on employment and personnel problems, spectators have gathered to examine the drum major, was A.T.O.'s creation. Tau student body and faculty on "The United
'lads will be announced shortly. who in cooperation with the guidance pro- remarkable snow models.
Epsilon Phi revived a memory of summer States cannot Remain Neutral in Time
of War" at a special assembly in Memorial
contribution of sufficient merit to gram of the Placement Bureau, will adit
Every fraternity, except two, and many with the representation of a country lad
Gymnasium tomorrow morning at 9:00.
the award is submitted, it will be dress the faculty and seniors of the Uni- of the dormitories, entered the snow fishing from an old log.
Mr. Sokolsky has proved a popular lecversity of Maine on March 5 and 6 at sculpturing contest, one of the features
An old English legend inspired Phi
turer
and debater. He has been promiTheatre.
Little
the
4:15
in
Heriof the Carnival. Phi Gamma Delta, with Eta Kappa to carve a statue of St.
Chase, author of A Goodly
nent on the programs of the I.eague for
Wary Peters, Silas Crockett. and
Mr. Fletcher. an alumnus of the Uni- a most remarkably executed tableau of George and the Dragon, while S.A.E.
Political Education and of the Foreign
Works, is a professor of English at versity in the class of 1913, is recognized a set of three figures on a raised dais, was reached into Greek lore to produce MiPolicy
Associations throughout the counthe
leaders
in
adjudged as the winner. A purple back- nerva and the Lion.
Ilege. She is at present in Eng- as one of the country's
try. He has been in China for over thirjoying a year's leave of absence employment field. To the answering of ground sprinkled with stars was flanked
The Maples, freshman girl dorm, creteen years, speaks Chinese fluently, and
e is spending at Cambridge in re- such questions as confront men and women on one side by a woman figure skater; ated a page similar to the one who calls
seems
almost, according to report, to have
nd writing.
of the senior class this spring who are in the other, by a (lancing couple. A giant for Philip Morris in the cigarette adverbecome a part of the Far East.
seeking a position in the business world, star with the beautiful figure of a girl in tisements. A sailor guiding his boat, Phi
Mr. Sokolsky's career reads like ficMr. Fletcher has devoted his life's work. front of it was placed in the center. The Kappa Sigma's piesentation, and a racHe has generously offered his services for entire scene was excellently sculptured, ing yacht, erected by Kappa Sigma, gave tion. fie attended the School of Journalism at Columbia University for four years,
these two days and will present a series showing a great deal of work, thought, a vivid representation of the ocean.
where he was exceptionally prominent on
of talks designed to assist seniors in their and skill on the part of the sculpturers.
Delta Tau Delta decided to stay in
The artists responsible for this fine piece the spirit of the day, and carved a polar the campus. In 1917 he went to Russia
Drinkwater's 'Abraham Lincoln' first great adjustment after graduation.
,,f artistry, were: Gorden Heath, James bear and several seals. Not satisfied with as an observer of the Russian Revolution.
To Be Given March 4 and 5
As the president of William L. Fletcher,
III Little Theatre
Dow, Robert Baker. and George Grange, having constructed King Winter, last Then he edited an allied war paper in
Inc., one of the most outstanding corporaalthough
the entire fraternity did its part. year. Lambda Chi Alpha contributed the Petrograd which caused concern to Bolvocational
in
engaged
• Wednesday and Thursday eve- tions in the country
counselling.
Second place was given to Hannibal Queen which was the tallest statue of the sheviks, who requested his absence from
: .to the Maine Masque brings guidance and employment
the country,
of
Hamlin
Hall, the freshman boys dormi- entries.
thousands
assisted
has
Fletcher
i
Theatre one of the man pop- Mr.
lie pushed on to China, where he reemployment
tory,
for
a
sculpture
of
a
two-man
bobAll
the statues showed great skill and
men and women with their
1 poss mini plays of our time.
mained
for nearly fourteen years. As a
problems. He has also had wide experi- 'led, speeding down a steep incline. The ingenuity. The judges for the event
newspaperman, he helped to found and edit
corfigures
were
lifelike,
and
the
bobsled
alwere:
large
for
President
Arthur
personnel
A.
Hauck,
Regence in building
the
China Star in Tientsin and was
istrar James A. Gannett, and Prof. Ferporations. and has been retained in this TM 1St Perfeet
the political correspondent of the North
Other fraternities and dormitories had dinand A. Steinmetz.
capacity by many large companies. He
China Daily News of Shanghai. I.ater he
has proven his ability to select men with
became editor of the Far !:astern Review
the qualities needed for leadership. He is
and contributed to the New York lf.'orld,
the author of numerous articles and also
the Philadelphia 1.edger, the New York
on
written
one of the best books ever
litTninq Post, and the New York Times.
how to get a job. His message to the
Ile also edited the political and economic
seniors will be founded on wide knowlchapters of the China Year Book.
Three
Sargent
scholarship
Russell,
Chester
Smith,
Richawards
for
the
current
edge. practical experience. and a thorough
Since his return to this country, Mr.
year just announced by the Faculty Comappreciation of the point of view of both ard Hopkins, and Richard Briggs, repreSokolsky has written extensively on Far
mittee on Honors are the following:
graduate.
senting the University of Maine, will leave
the employer and the
Eastern subjects, but he has not limited
The Waldo County Alumni AssociaMr. Fletcher's generous cooperation has the campus next week to take part in two
himself to this field. He has contributed
tion Scholarship, fifty dollars, awarded
enabled the Placement Itureau to under- ,,ut-of-state debates.
numerous articles on current political and
in the spring semester, preferably to a
take for the first time in the history of
economic problems to many magazines and
On Friday, March 6, they will meet a
freshman from Waldo County, to Mr.
Maine a University-wide program of
has written three books, namely : The
Providence College team at Providence,
IErbert A. Leonard '39, of Thorndike.
authentic, practical counselling for senTinder Box of Asia, Labor's Fight for
Rhode
Island,
to
uphold
the
negative
of
The York County Alumni Association Power, and We Jews.
iors. The purpose of this program will be
His lectures deal
the question: "Resolved: That Congress
Schdarship, fifty dollars, for an upper- with current national and
to inform seniors how best to present
international
override
by
a
should
he
empowered
to
classman
from York County, to Mr. problems.
themselves to an employer so that their
decisions
of
the
Supreme
two-thirds
vote
Lester H. Smith '37, of Eliot.
actual abilities may be recognized. and
In studying conditions in the United
Court declaring Congressional enactments
The Boston Alumni Association States, on which he can speak with as
how to study his experiences and interests
this
tic'institutional"
Maine
has
debated
Scholarship No. 2, for the spring se- much authority as on the Far East, he has
so that he may more intelligently select
prop(isition several times in the past few
1< , sisi 0/11.F.R AS LINCOLN
mester. $37.50, for a male upperclass- visited every state in the Union and has
the line of work for which he is fitted.
months. The second debate will be held
man front Eastern Massachusetts, to travelled more than one hundred thousand
Such a program, successfully carried out,
at Boston University the following aftersi Lincoin was written by John will, it is hoped, be of great value both to
Mr. Alfred F. Chatterton '38, of Lynn, miles within our borders.
same
H,s met in 1918, and since then it has the graduates and to their future em- noon. March 7, and will be over the
Mass.
question.
Why has ployers.
"y swept the globe
Attention is called elsewhere in this isThis is the first time that Mr. Hopkins, sue to the newly printed application blanks
1171 Lincoln succeeded? Here are a
a freshman, will have debated for the replacing the older mimeographed forms
.,11swers to the question: Because the
University. :NH the others are veteran
had the wit to select for his hero
made up several years ago. At that time
debaters. The debaters will make their only about a half dozen of the scholarships
A comiensed version of "Cyrano de
.'t!ie world's greatest and finest chartrip with Coach Spencer F. Brown in his then available were awarded by the Com- Bergerac," Rostand's famous play, was
Because he had the audacity to
broadcast over WI.BZ from the stage of
• a gigantic theme and to handle it
The l9.36 summer session of the Uhi- alit mobile.
mittee on Honors.
the Little Theatre Ott Sunday evening,
of Maine will open on July 6, and
versity
because
The other two debates which have thus
course
•:mplicity. And of
desiring
scholarAccordingly,
students
February 23, from 8:15 to 9:00.
- a genuine dramatic gift."
extend to August 14. according to an an- far been definitely scheduled for the rethey have alRoy M. mainder of this school year are a debate ship aid for 1936-37, even if
The title role was played by Atwood
a powerful and absorbing play. nouncement made today by Dr.
the
old
forms,
ready
handed
in
one
of
of the session. Many with the University of Hawaii March 18
Levensaler, who also planned and directDrinkwater has made more of it Peterson, director
should
obtain
one
of
the
new
ones
and
subbeing introduced this and a debate with Lafayette University
ed the production. The other characters
historical dramatization. He has new features are
mit it by March 1.
to Dr. Peterson. and March 19. President Hauck will be chairaccording
were played by Bettina Sullivan, Helen
summer,
the essence of Lincoln with all
enrollment will be man of these debates. He was Dean of
Holier, Clark Kuncy, Elwood Bryant,
great man's simple honesty and it is expected that the
year when a near Lafayette before he came to serve as
g: and Neil Sawyer. Richard Boyer at the
virtue, and has compounded of it even larger than last
came for the President of this University.
students
number
of
organ furnished the musical background.
record
a style, a theme, about which he
for
scholarship
aid
Applications
term.
Stuart Mosher of WI.BZ was the an•.:ggested, rather than drawn, the six week
for 1936-37, made out on the new
Mrs. John F. Klein spoke very interestnouncer.
• 'Id times of which he writes.
Several experts in modern education
application forms, should be in the
ingly of places which she visited in GerThis was the first theatrical production
• .iiaing to the University of Maine from other institutions have been secured
hands of the Chairman of the Facwith
connected
those
particularly
many.
of the kind to be presented here. Two
institutes have
several
and
term
the
for
the Masque has undertaken one
ulty Committee on Honors on Or
microphones were placed on the stage,
which will appeal to musicians, at the weekly meeting of the
most ambitious stage presentations been decided upon
before March 1. Awards are made
Balentine
in
group
Events
Current
"Y"
summer
and the sound effects were carried out in
the
•• history. The action takes place in teachers especially. Work on
mainly in April and announeed on
full view of the audience. No scenery
rushed and this sunparlor Monday, Feb. 17. She was
• 'Tics which will be changed without session catalog is being
Scholarship Recognition Day early
chairman
Sawyer,
Mildred
by
introduced
or costumes were used.
the
sesfor
literature
.
'r!,t,tpting the action or sequence of the important piece of
in
May.
"Cyrano de Bergerac" has been a fafor distribution to in- of this meeting.
Over forty students are engaged in sion will be ready
Students who have submitted apvorite both here and abroad for forty
first of
Following this description of German
the
sometime
persons
terested
work, and another forty in the cast
plications during the fall or earlier
years. Walter Hampden has been tourmusicians and their hornet. Mrs. Klein
' the total number of students on or March, according to the director.
are required to obtain and fill out
ing with it in the larger cities this season.
compositions: !ern,
German
three
played
Dr.
term,
summer
the
announcing
In
,rre to over eighty, more than has
the newly printed forms, which call
The story concerns a famous French
31an's Dceiring by Bach, Listz's
;
,ilfore worked on a Masque play. Peterson said that announcements would Joy of
for needed information not included
fighter and poet, Cyrano de Bergerac,
from
LoElsa's
Dream
Cr-er than $250 has been spent for new be made in the near future regarding arrangement of
in the older mimeographed blanks.
who had one defect of which he was exSchubert's song Hark, Hark
"Nu.Pment, from which entirely new stage some of the persons and plans for the hengrin, and
tremely sensitive, a very large nose.
arr. by I.istz.
Lark,
the
term.
been Wilt.
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ca mpus Broadcast
Friday at 7:45

Wm.Fletcher to Phi Gamma Delta Winner in
Far East To Be
Address Seniors
Carnival Snow Modeling Event Assembly Topic

Large Cast in New
Masque Production

Maine Team To Meet Scholarship Awards
Providence and B. U. Announced for Year

Many New Features
For Summer Session

'Cyrano de Bergerac
Broadcast Sunday

ary 20. At this time 28 freshmen and 19
upperclass men signed their bids and received their pledge bows.
The rushing period started at 2:00 p.m.
Thursday, February 0. For the following
ten days the six sororities on campus entertained rushers at numerous sorts of
parties. each sorority giving one large
Party and two small parties. A period of
silence extended from 0:1K) p.m. Tuesday, February 18, until 5:00 p.m. Thursday, February 20.
Out of 63 eligible freshman women 28
pledged. and 19 upperclass women also
pledged.
The results of sorority pledging are as
follows:
Alpha Omicron Pi : Mary Bowler,
Laura Chute. Elisabeth Doble. 1.ttcille
Fogg, Josephine Greene, Edna I.. Harrisiin, Virginia Maguire, Julia Moynihan,
Ruth Pagan, Adrienne Thorn, Joan Cox
'38, Regina Shay '38, Priscilla Tondreau
'38.
lin ()mega: Josephine Campbell, Charlotte Dimitre, Dora Stacy, Madge Stacy,
Maiguerite Avery '37, Bertha Borden
'37, Elizabeth Gruginskis '38, Marion
Hatch '38, Meredyth Lewis '38, Betty
Littlefield
Regina Littlefield '37.
Delta Delta Delta : I.ouise E. Burr,
Pauline NV. Davee, Barbara Grace, Lois
.ea v it t. Barbara Whittredge, Azalea
Boyei '38. Iris LOUiSe GtliOU '38. Margalet Hinkley '38, Mary Helen Raye '38,
Frances Nason '38.
ielta Zeta : Sarah C. Pike '36.
Phi Mu: Elizabeth R. Dixon, Mary J.
Orr, Irma D. Brown '37, Mary E. Ford
'38, Yvonne M. Gonya '37.
Pi Beta Phi: Evangeline D. Anderson,
Marie T. Folsom, Marguerite E. Kyer,
Alice Pierce, Janet W. St. Pierre, Marjorie Taylor, Althea S. West.

Wild Life Research
Station Is Started
Thrimgh art angements made by the
U. S. Biological Survey with the American Wild Life Institute, it has been possible for nine laml-grant colleges in the
United States to establish Wild Life Research Stations. These nine stations are
organized for the purixise of conducting
research in the various phases of Wild
Life Cimservation, with general emphasis
on game birds and animals and their habits, conservation and management.
Through a cooperative agreement with
the ISepartment of Inland Fisheries and
Game at Augusta and the two organizat it ins above mentioned the LTniversity of
Maine was fortunate enough to secure
one of these regional stations.
Although the major objective of tlie
local station is that of research, other
phases of the work are also being emphasized. These other phases include the
establishment of a four-year undergraduate curriculum in Wild I.ife Conservation,
tqmn completion of which students will
receive the Bachelor of Science degree.
StudSmts who have had the necessary undergraduate foundation may also register
for graduate work at the University as
candidates for a Master's Degree in this
field. Through the cooperative agreement
with the State and Federal agencies above
mentioned funds are available for the
employment of four graduate assistants
who will be candidates for their Master's
Degree and will assist in teaching and research on the Campus.
The undergraduate and graduate curricula are headed up in the Forestry Department in the College of Agriculture
and the Head of the Forestry Department
is also Chairman of a committee to administer the cooperative funds and the research program.
The undergraduate and graduate curricula train men for positions with the
Federal government where positions are
frequently available in the Biological Survey, U, S. Forest Service, Soil Conservation Service, Indian Service and National
Park Service. Other organizations employing men with this bask training are
Fish and Game Departments and owners
of large estates and hunting preienrell.
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In The Library

Radio Programs
7:45 p.m., except Sunday
WLBZ, Bangor
Thursday, Feb. 27

U. of M.

Castaways of Plenty
Forest Lit), la.-- Freshmen at 1Valdori
College here have invented a lot of new
facts for scientists and educators. Recent
examination answers revealed the following new facts:
I. Shelly unfortunately died while
drowning in the Gulf of Leghorn.
2. Dido means the same, and is usual!)
represented by Dido marks.
3. Romeo and Juliet are an example of
an heroic couplet.
4. Milton wrote "Paradise I.ost"; then
his wife died and he wrote "Paradise Regained."
5. Keats is a poet who wrote on a greasy
urn.
Robert Louis Stevenson got married
and went on his honeymoon. It was then
he wrote "Travels with a Donkey."
7. Robinson Caruso was a great singer
who lived on an island.
8. A yokel is the way people talk to
each other in the Alps.
9. Rural life is found mostly in the
country.
10. A corps is a dead gentleman, a
coorpse is a dead lady.
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F Hawkins

Musical Program—Evelyn
Adriance '38, Piano; Armando s.
instructor
The other day our English
Polito '38, Flute
handed us a thin little volume by Willard
Friday,
Feb. 28
1936
Member
1935
E. Hawkins, entitled Castaways of PlenCampus News, Ray Gaits.).
Press
Cotteale
Associated
ty. "Here," he said, "is a book that concommentator
Distributor of
tains as clear an exposition of the present
To the Editor of the COMIpld ,
Sunday, March 1-3:30 p m.
found
in
any
be
can
dilemma
as
economic
Dear Sir :
"Religion in Colonial Maine,"
other book ten times its length." He was
Elizabeth Ring, Secretary, .Maine
Is the Supreme Court the awful impediright; after wading our somewhat foggy
ment to our progress that was pointed out
Christian Association
Editor
way through more books than we like to
Raymond H. Galley
of
In
view
Campus!
in
the
last
week
Monday, March 2
Business Manager
A Clarke
contemplate off-hand, and getting less per
developments which are going on now in
"Developments in Maine Scent-,
ought
to
them
square
than
we
inch
from
the United States I would be inclined to
H. 1). Chase, Asst. Professor
EDITORIAL STAFF
admit, it is an unbelievable treat to find
think that it isn't.
Civil Engineering
such admirable lucidity and succinctness
Staff Photographer
kit,r t sheen
g FAir
:er•
country
in
this
FIT r.t
is
spreading
Fascism
Tuesday,
March 3
Editor
.,,Assistant News
dw,r, I 'otrell
rd t r
a'
e
in a usually dry-as-dust subject.
. 'Assistant Sports Editor whether we wish to recognize it as such
Readings, Bettina Sullivan
D.nald Kelley
Nes,. i.t.tr
41 1,er 1.2,11 Age
Margaret Williston
Svorts Flit•
The story is the tale of three men who
d I 51 eht,
Asst Women's News Editor or not. The action that was taken in
Wednesday, March 4
r: • Ness t.dItor
1,•:zato-1, V:11•.1,
are cast away on an uninhabited island.
Society Editor
"Viruses. the Border Line of Li:.
Ntarg.,re. I; Sewall
Bangor last year against Booker is a good
They decide to conduct their life on the
N. E. Freeman, Asst. Professor
example of how our beloved "patriots"
island in accordance with capitalistic ecoBiological and Agricultural
work. They pinned the "Red Label" on
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
nomics. and forthwith get themselves
Chemistry
him and he was indicted by directed opinGoodwin, Margaret Asnip
Ruth
Gifford,
Eltral,il,
e,h,
Ly
Thomas
Burns.
Robert
tangled up in unemployment, overproducion of the American Legion and other
Thursday. March 5
tion, debt, and in short, the whole list of
"Through the National Park groups that think they are real loyalists
STAR REPORTER
our present-day economic troubles. FiI. H. Prageman, Asst, Profess-i
but in reality they are choking the very
nally they get themselves so enmeshed in
Walton Grundy
Mechanical Engineering
life out of our individual liberties for
debt to each other that there is danger of
which we fought in the American RevoluFriday, March 6
their starving because it would be "unCampus News
tion. Freedom of Speech is becoming
REPORTERS
profitable to work." They solve the probpasse. We must have teachers who take
Larson.
DEFINITION
Priscilla Haskell, Lawrence Denning, Jean Kent, Mildred Dauphinee, Marion Richard
lem, however, by declaring a debt moraoaths so that they will not utter a word
Florence Shannon, Adrienne Thorn, Miriam Hilton, Winifred Lamb. Martha Simmons,
The identity of the young lady is with- torium, and later. by giving up the system.
Trimble. Catherene Bussell, Jeanette Mckenzie, LOUISC Calderwood.
which doesn't coincide with the ideas of
held, but the memory of her answer linThe author, Mr. Hawkins, whose varied ,
our fascists.
gers on with the instructor conducting a career of writer, editor, publisher, and
REPORTERS
CUB
Now is the time to preserve the Suscience course at a local high school. One teacher of journalism, furnishes ample
Mary Bearce, Celia ("hen, S,lsia 4.lien."Rose rostrell, Charlotte Currie, Faith Shesong. preme Court because they are the only of the requirements in the written quiz
The following state-wide organizations
Kimball.
material for his book, explains it as folEdna Harrison. Margaret Harriman, Aloe McMullen. Ruth
ones who are going to be able to put their
was "Define a bolt and nut and explain lows: "Throughout my early life." he will cooperate in the presentation of the
foot down and say to these groups that
the difference, if any." The girl wrote:
writes, "I had entertained certain misgiv- several special programs which will conare robbing us of our last liberties of free
BUSINESS STAFF
"A bolt is a thing like a stick of hard ings regarding our economic system .
are
bills
There
expression.
speech and
stitute a part ot the Farm and Home
irculation Manager
Merrill Eldridge
metal such as iron with a square bunch To settle tny own mind, and get my
Circulation Manager
Robert Harvey
up before Congress which would make it
Advertising Manager
end and a lot of scratching wound 'thoughts in order. I began writing reams Week which will be held at the College
on
one
James 15. Haggett
unlawful and punishable by imprisonment
Asst. Advertising Manager
Gilbert Ellis
around the other end. A nut is similar to of analysis concerning every phase of the of Agriculture during the Easter vacaOH campus 1. irculation Mgr.
William Hilton
in the federal penitentiary to speak to anytion.
the bolt only just the opposite being a laccumulation of capital.
one in uniform of the army against milihole in a little chunk of iron sawed off
Maine Farm Bureau Federation, Maine
economic
"One
'problems'
of
the
I
set
correspondence
speaking
to
other
anyone
means
all
that
This
Manager;
tarism.
I/3,1'er%
to
the
corresporldence
Address all business
short, with wrinkles around the inside of myself was that of placing three men on Federation of Agricultural AssociatioJ:
the Editor-in-Chief.
publicaany
writing
in
the
radio
or
over
Orono,
Maine.
post-office.
the
matter
at
class
second
Entered as
the hole."
Subscription: 51.00 a year.
an island, letting each of them represent Maine Federation of Women's Cl::
tion could not say anything against miliThe startled professor marked that one certain preponderant elements in our com- Maine Children's Council, Maine ConPrinted at the University Press. Orono, Maine.
term
in
liable
to
a
being
tarism
without
Extension
Building.
Si.
Tel.
Office on the third tkor or the M. C. A.
with a large "A."—Troy
F.) Times plex civilization, and then discovering
how gress of Parents and Teachers, Maine
prison.
Record.
State Grange, Maine Pomological Sociecapitalism
on
a
miniature
scale
would
The American Chamber of Commerce
ty. Maine Livestock Breeders' AssociaCongratulations
work
out
for
them.
This
proved
a
fascihas written propaganda which they have
CANDID ANSWERS
nating task. It soon gripped me complete- tion, Maine State Poultry Improvement
Congratulations are in order too the many students, administrative officials, and distributed to army and navy officials to
Why bother to write jokes when one ly, stretching on page after
page. And Association, Maine State Canners' Assofaculty members who. particularly the past week, gave willingly of their time and combat the so-called "red menace" which
can get dialog like the following, over- as I followed it
through, the three men ciation, and the Maine Veterinary MediWinter Carnival the tremendous success it was. they seem to think is spreading in Amereffort to make the Second
heard at the Bureau of Naturalization?: became to me real living
beings, their cal Association.
It is not easy. these cold and snowy February days, to spare time from the many ica. They have taken the facts and then
"Where is Washington?"
:
plight
as
vivid
as
my
A large number of speakers are supown
hours
in
the
for
day-by-day
long
labor
it
easy
to
neither
is
imperatively
;
so
duties that call one
distorted them so that they don't mean
"He's dead."
struggles. I simply had to learn the an- plied from the staff of the Maine Agricold that numbs fingers and toes and nips nose and ears. Vet many students took what is really said in them but which
"I mean the Capitol of the United swer."
cultural Experiment Station. and from
hours to work On the statues --even well into the night when their greatest desire was seems to point to something that they call
States."
And, although it sohuld not be thought the staff of the Maine State Department
many
hours
worked
students
blankets.
Other
to be stretched out under thick warni
a menace. They don't meet arguments
Oh, they loaned it all to Europe.
that we recommend Castaways of Plenty of Agriculture. Representatives fr•
decorating and preparing for the Intramural Ball and gave much of their time in which are put to them by arguments but
"Do you promise to support the Consti- as a
complete, or even correct "answer," the Bangor Theological Seminary
order that other students might enjoy themselves without anything to mar their insidiously pin the "Red Label" on anytution?"
we do heartily recommend the book for conduct devotional services each moon
pleasure.
one who criticises with intent to improve
"Me? How can I? I've a wife and six what it is: an
amusing, witty analysis of prior too the beginning of the regular
Faculty members and administrative officials cooperated whole-heartedly with the evils that exist in our present society.
children to support."
a definite problem presented in a highly grant.
the students in preparing an interesting and worthwhile program for the Carnival.
A Patriot
readable form.
They gave willingly of advice and labor when other things beckoned more desirably.
Professor C. H. Merchant of the deStudent Demonstration
So. If goes without saying. CONGRATULATIONS!
Dr. E. C. Nelson Making
partment of Agricultural Economics atNew Signatures
Against War Planned
Ro-i-iez5',d by George Weatherbee
tended an executive committee meeting
Zoological Investigation
Cynicism and Self-Respect
There was a time not very long ago when of the New England Institute of Co6perStudents in high schools and colleges
anthoolo ogles of contemporary poetry were ation in Boston last Thursday. Dr. MerMen who has t. laboored for the advancement of mankind to a higher, more noble
By Tom Lynch
throughout the country will be called
plane have otten suffered for their attempts. Some were merely ridiculed but many
An investigation of the protozoa para- from their classrooms on April 22nd this prefaced, apologetically, but with more chant is secretary and treasurer of this
than a trace of patriotic pride, something organization.
others were persecuted. hounded by the ignorant and superstitious, while several even sites of man is being made by Dr. E. Clifyear to participate in the third student like this:
gave their all—their life—and for the betterment of their fellowmen!
ford Nelson of the Zoological department strike
against war, Joseph P. Lash, execM. E. Highlands of the department of
"If the American section is so much
Christ founded a religion based on greater love for one's neighbor, greater peace of the University of Maine.
utive secretary of the American Student larger than
the English, it is because the Bacteriology spoke to the Men's Club of
and happiness for all. Ile was crucified on a cypress cross. Servetus dared the wrath
Man is the host to 25 species of these Union. announced Tuesday.
the Unitarian church in Old Town, Moneditors feel—"
of the Church and Public Opinion hi study the circulation of the blood in an attempt parasites, eleven of which are more or
Citing the recent passage of the largest
Well, because the editors felt that Eng- day. February 17. His subject was "Bacto advance medical scieme. Ile was burned at the stake. Socrates tried to awake less consistently harmful. The rest simpthe people to the life arounil them—to lift their existence to a higher level. He was ly live in the host and cause him no notice- peace-time niilitary budget in American lisli isirty was dull, old-fashioned, and teriology and its Application to Foodhistory, including extensive preparations provincial.
stuffs."
made to drink the hemlock.
able trouble. These protozoa, of which
But times have changed, and New SigIt would seem that their efforts were unappreciated by those whom they were the common Amoeba is a familiar exam- for the R.O.T.C., Mr. Lash predicted that
Professor Maurice D. Jones of the detrying to benefit. But today they are tespected and revered. They are honored for ple. are to he found in the intestines. at least 250,000 students will answer the natures, is small Otle hundred page book
partment of Agricultural Economics a•
their courage and willingness to suffer hardships for their ideals. Some persons might blood. and even the tissues of man and strike call at II a.m. on that day to pro- ' containing poems of nine modern English
Farm Management spoke at the On
poets. shows Us why.
say that they would rather have money in their pocket now than a wreath on their other animals. African sleeping sickness, test the "war budget."
These poets have succesfully presented Methodist Church last Sunday evening to
To launch preparations for the strike.
grave after they have died, and they might point, as examples, to the lives of some southern cattle fever. coccidiosis in chickof our well-known statesmen and financiers who have sold their Weals for 40 pieces ens, and several other diseases are directly a conference of student leaders, represent- the imagery of the modern machine world the Adult Forum on the topic "America's
Farm Issue." The talk dealt with the
of silver. But the former, in so saying, have forgotten something.
traceable to this parasite. An outbreak ing various student organizations, college as an expression of their emotions and beRural
What was it that made Christ. Servetus. and Socrates cling to their ideals? Was of dysentery which originated in Chicago newspapers and student councils, has heft, not as a series of pretty pictures, recent press announcement that the
Resettlement Administration of the fedit hope of future rewards, of future glory? No. It was something far more noble two years ago and killed forty people, and been summoned for this Saturday at the
saartuiires,i,ocriatlhceocnrdiitticioinsms.
eral government plans to settle 200 famithan that. These great men were willing to sacrifice fame, riches, happiness, and their many isolated cases which are being con- offices iof the Union, Mr. Lash said. At tTlfhecLhraaCeterre,vssi‘a"ri,
life, if necessary. for their seli-respect. They realized that they was nothing more tinually reported are caused by a type that time a preliminary call, embodying They have started again the old. old dis- lies on Maine farms.
a statement of the origin and aims of the ,st
honorable. nothing more worthwhile than to retain your self-respect ; that without called Endamtieba histolytica.
,iu
tstsii:n
:riarc)
f. oart.tiitto
- ugda
enda in art by their revThe College of Agriculture at thy
self-respect their lives were useless things. All they could get out of the world
Dr. Nelson has interested himself in a strike, will be drafted for submission to
versity will be host to Maine fertilizer
would have been disappointment had they lost their self-respect. Did Judas kill him- particular type called Balantidium cob, student leaders, prominent et,A
)as.
st lp
luh
c:
o
at risll, WSt(H-phe_r‘inSdenperiaderer, the. Imo
.eru
orn
isinen
antd salesmen on February 28. Sponsored by
self because he was fearful of losing his life for his betrayal of Jesus? No. He rea- which causes a fatal dysentery in man, civic go ups and national leaders
the National Fertilizer Association. the
Ap
hrho
iseugtIlliethneatAitrn
lized that his life was no huger of value to him when he had lost respect in himself. and for which no effective remedy has com
ma
erl icsatn
riksetu(
co
lem
ntmt
it,tnee
io.n Spender expresses "the essence of com- conference
opens with a talk on the
munism
iii
Oh
and self respect he had surely lost.
Young
Men
and The Fune- Maine
thus far been devised. It is a comparaExtension
program by Arthur I..
ral.
the hopelessness of the broken in The
and self-respect he had surely lost.
tively rare disease in this country, and is initiating preparations for the strike, •
Deering, dean of the College of AgriculThen prize self-respect above everything else. When. pethaps. you see an easy can be traced in almost every case to the the national sponsoring committee will Prisoners. the beauty of man in I Think
r ture and director of Extension. Fred
way out of your difficulties or. perhaps, a chance for advancement. with a little sacrifice swallowing of food or water which has include individuals "more representative I Continually. of the machine in The ExI Griffee, director of the Experiment Stafortunes sink. no matter how discouraging your prospects become. don't give in. don't been infected by the pig. In other words, and influential than at any previous time." press. Day Lewis offers positive criticism
tion, is to speak on the agricultural rein his Satiri,-al Poems. and Anden. in his
sacrifice your ideals or sour self-respect. If you do. sit:ante and remorse will turn the pig is the normal host to the protozoa, Mr. I.ash said.
search program in Maine.
Oden. uses the idiom of modern speech as
into bitterness any ,UCCess you attain. 1.iving will become a burden, a hateful. weari- but appears to he entirely unaffected by
"Passage of the unprecedented military
Other members of the faculty. of the
successfully as he uses the rhsthm and alMime thing.
it.
budget has started a flood of inquiries to
literation iii Anglo-Saxon verse in his i Experitnent Station, and of the Exteri.\t the present time, Dr. Nelson has its from student groups and
individuals
I sion Service who will give talks arc
• beautiful Choorus front a Play.
I succeeded in keeping the organism alive who want to
register their disapproval of
i itary training. he said -that it is a work- for over a year in the rat, and is engaged
These poets have something to say. following: W. C. Libby, J. A. Cho.the war program by joining in the strike,"
They say it in a technique which knows G. F. Dow. D. S. Fink, A. K. Gardner.
able substitute for physical education. that in making a detailed study of its life his- he asserted.
the best modern poetry and has learned and S. M. Raleigh. H. R. Smaller
it is a reliable character education tech- tory. The question of most concern is
Appealing to university presidents, high from the past.
They have brains. passion, National Fertilizer Association
study
the
of
natural
the
resistance,
either
nique. and that it is good citizenship trainschool principals, and educational boards conviction. They
Dr, Frank W Clelland, professor at
have made Americans dude the program.
ng. Quoting the educational leader. Prof. or developed. which the host puts up for cooperation.
Mr. Lash said. "We in- conscious that the English
the Bangor Theological Seminary. ad- I H. A. Overstreet, Dr. Clelland
can still write
against
the
parasite
and
the
disease
caused
said that
Officers Elected at
tend to emphasize that the strike is not I live poetry, and for this
alone, they should
dressed the Mame A S.C. (formerly rather than good citizenship training mil- by it. If this question call be answered
against the administration but represents be read.
4-11 Club Meeting 1
SLID) in the M.C.A. last Thursday eve- itary creates "first, a skepticism as to any satisfactorily, the work will develop t
our most solemn, dramatic and forceful
ning on the subject. "What Is Militarism save a warlike means of settling interna- cure for the disease, and will lead to imAbout 35 attended the meeting k)i
way of expressing student insistence upon Ex-President Clarence Little
Doing to Education in this Country?"
tional disputes. and second. an ill-con- portant research in allied fields.
College 4-H Club, held in Rogers Hall
peace. We believe that the place of eduHeads
Birth
Control League Tuesday evening. At the business meetFor a more detailed account of Dr.:
"The military power in education to- cealed admiration for the warlike virtues."
cational officials is in the strike, on the
day." he said. "Is threatening academic
.As for character training. Dr. Clelland Nelson's work. see: E. C. Nelson, Amer. side of their students—not in opposition
Dr. Clarence Cook Little, former presi- ing, conducted by the president, Chester
freedom, robbing our schools of sadly stated that the military claim had been Jour. HYg. (1933) 18. 185-201; Ibid..
dent of the Universities of Maine and Flachellor, officers for the corning )car
to them."
needed tax money, and creating a threat- completely exploded. Again quoting, he (19341 20. 106-34: Amer. Jour. Hyg.
Michigan, has recently accepted the presi- were elected. They are: President, Aver?
ening cloud if pressure-politics expressing said."Not only are the conditions of trans- (1935i 22, 26-43.
dency of the American Birth Control Rich ; vice president. Herbert Leonard:
Special Freshman "1—
itself through teachers' oath legislation, fer not present, but what is to be transMeeting Wednesday Night League. His letter of acceptance which secretary. Marguerite Benjamin: Kea"
gag bills. disaffection bills and a host of ferred. viz., implicit obedience --a kind Caraytt Currier Elected
urer. Lester Smith.
President of V.I1*.C.A. .-‘ special pep meeting of the Freshman was read Thursday, January 23, before
other dangerous anti nauseating fascist of Dumb Dora attitude—is not applicable
Clarence A. Day, editor for the Exten300 members and guests attending the
legislation which means the death of our to civilian life." And finally, the last rewill he held next Wednesday at the League's annual
Rosemary Boardman has resigned as
luncheon at the Hotel sion Service, spoke in a very interesting
boasted American democracy."
sort of the militarist claiming educational president of the Y.W.C.A., and Carolyn Maples at 6:30. Miss Ring and the up- Nimble in New York, stated that in way on the early settlers of Maine. a subHe said that "the introduction of War values—that drill has value as physical
Currier, former vice president, will take perclass "V" chairmen. Ann Eliasson and his opinion the League faced a tremen- ject in which he has done a great deal of
Department control into local educational training—was termed likewise fallacious
over the duties of the office. Miss Currier Ruth Goodwin, will he present. Cathryn dous amount of hard work due to the research. Mrs. Shibles, formerly Miss
administration divides authority and re- by Dr. Clelland. "Instead of the rigid.
Club
has been active in the "Y" for four years Iloctor will give readings, and plans will -ill-advised and unsound policies of eco- Loana Spearin. Assistant State
sults, in the majority of instances, in the formal exercise in artificial formation proand has been a member of the cabinet for be made for the presentation of a fresh- • nomic relief" employed in this country. Leader, also spoke briefly. "Casey" Loses
civilian interests being cowed by the arro- vided in military training, modern physitwo years. She is a member of Student man show. Members of the Freshman , Dr. I.ittle, who is at present managing joy rounded out the speaking program hY•
gance of the military viewpoint and phil- cal education emphasizes free play and
are: Mary Bowler. Bet- director of the American
Society for the as usual, telling stories.
Government and has been active in the "Y" Committee
osophy of education. Freedom of teach- other activities which develop recreational
ty Reid. and Julia Moynihan.
' Control of Cancer, also expressed gratiin
Vt'ornen's
the
International.
Forum
and
The crowd was divided into group:.
ing is always endangered by the pres- habits and skills which will be
useful later Relations Club. She is a member of the
Regular Freshman "V" meetings are tude to ''the gentlemen who rule Japan each group being required to sing an c.d
ence of she military on the campus."
in life." Also, he said, those physically A.
held every other Wednesday instead of and Germany" for demonstrating that a popular song, accompanied by A:
0. Pi sootily%
There are three "educational" values defective who need individual care are
not
on Thursdays as was previously an- program of population expansion is a Meade and his accordion. Following
the adsocates of R.0 T.C. claim for mil- provided for as a result of
this drill.
program of war.
Patronize Our Advertisers
refreshments were served.
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at Ohio State University
e Cornell paper which rea professor of English reessay which had been copied
, :ioni a book. The professor anthat if the student guilty of
, .•iii would see him after class, his
•1 not be divulged. When the
tr, he found five fidgety
for him.
.
A strange tale of the consequences of
n.k made in translation of a book
isail rules is brought to the Uni,: Minnesota by a student, Carl
s o has just returned from the
of Vienna.
said he found the Austrian
s:asing basketball as they
: :rum an American rule book.
Lul :1 translation they thought they were
oval ball instead of a round
I, use
tits. So night after night, before cheer:g throngs, the Austrian college men
around the wooden floor, tripping
o\ Lint: another while trying to dribble
a halt. Eventually they came out on
c court with a round ball—but whether
trar,lator's mistake had been found
r thL.r own ingenuity was responsible,
did not know.

manent residence here, and of foreign
diplomats make up the greatest part of
their enrollments. Mans an out-of-town
student of a middle class family casualls
bringing home the son of an ambassador
for the Christmas holidays, has thrown
his friends and relations into a state bordering on panic. How, they wonder, did
their William achieve enough sangfroid
to be capable not only of taking an ambassador's son calmly, but of referring to
the aforesaid ambassador as "Tubbs's
old man"?
Hundreds of undergraduate students
here are completing courses of study in
night classes and working for the government during the day. Those who are
able to secure government jobs and work
and study under those conditions are
really fortunate, because their salaries
more than suffice to maintain them. This
arrangement has been successfully managed by many law students and those
taking general courses in letters and
science.
In a sense, students at each of the
schools consider the whole town their
campus more than the few acres about
the college buildings. They mingle readily and naturally with the scores of young
college trained New Dealers who not sii
long ago were undergraduates themselve,
at the leading universities of the country. You find them at the same lectures,
the same open dances, the same concerts.

It appears, according to a professor at
Kansas State College, that college, after
all, does perform a developmental function. This professor maintains that dumb
students get more out of attending college than the naturally bright ones. He
says he has shown that the gains made
by the former are both absolutely and
ideal University of Utah man relatively greater.
-itriped clothes and loud socks, coAlong with this we might report a
Then they picked a conserva- study made by the
(1,
University examiner
-stir as 'most popular man."
:.o
at Ohio State University who says that
the bright boys and girls of high school
A Bniningliam Southern professor re- finish college still at or near the oil) of
Littiy -slit the translation of a long and the list.
Arabic work to his New York
iddtr. A few days later he got a reAt a special election held Tuesday
sin:4 ,
t do it over. The publisher had
noon, Janette MacKenzie was elected
Os original.
President of Proctors, succeeding Carolyn Currier, who held that
Au•tin, Texas (ACP)—Did the 20th semester.
,intury begin Jan. 1, 1900, or Jan. 1,
1901?
A University of Texas professor baffled a class in Greek history with this
question the other day. Half the class
voted Jan. 1, 1900, while the other half
wouldn't comment.
The learned pedagogue finally told the
issis and girls.
"There's no such thing as a zero year,"
he said. ''Did you ever stop to think of
sear IA. D.? Now think about 100
A. 1)., and you'll see only 99 years passed
Itiwissi Jan. 1, 1 A. D., and Jan. I, 100
A IC
Tht refore, Jan. 1, 101 is the date that
niarkid the exact passing of the first cen:sr:, after Christ, and the 20th century
Jan. I, 1901.
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Pentr—Ty—a;;;; Queen and Attendants

Over 40 :.upies attended Phi Gamma
Delta's informal party Saturday evening.
Dean and Mrs. Paul Cloke and Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Murray chaperoned. The
committee consisted of Howard Stagg,
Stanley Dunlap, Norman Carlisle, John
Clark and Elwood Additon.
Guests included: George Mader, Lucy
Cobb; Austin Chamberlain, Mildred Walton; Howard Stagg, Carolyn Brown;
Robert Baker, Margaret Hinkley; Preston Howard, Martha ,Wekh; Edward
Stanley, Barbara Bailey; Norman Carlisle, Kay Bunker; David Page, Dorothy
Davis; Merrill Thomas, Phyllis Phillips;
Robert Hussey, Lucille Fogg; Stanley
Fuger, Naidia Sanders; Henry Little,
Elizabeth Trott; Elwood Bryant, Bettina
Sullivan; Elwood Additon, Ellen Dickson; Reginald MacDonald, Georgia Taylor; Lauress Parkman, Alice Collins;
George Grange, Helen Buker; Harry
Files, Agnes Power; William Wook,
Scene at the l'slins Carnival Dans.. showing Barbara Liailey after she was
Wacona Leach; James Jackson, Betty
crowned queen
Rosie; John Clark, Marjorie Morrison;
Roger Burke, Beatrice Cummings; William Hawes, Janet Moore; James Day,
Margaret Sewall; Robert Rideout, Ann
F,liasson; Paul McDonnell, Marie
Archer; Actor Abbott, Adolphine Vorgelin ; Leonard Litchfield, Evelyn Trott;
A rousing second quarter enabled Beta
Washington's Birthday was observed James Dow, Bernice Hamilton; Gordon
Theta Pi to defeat the previously un- at Phi Eta Kappa by an informal party. Heath, Barbara Bertels; Harry Saunders,
beaten Theta Chi five, 41-33, Tuesday The decorations were in the attractive Lucy Nichols; Edward Larrabee, Joseevening in a wild contest on the Memor- colors of the house—green and white. phine Green; Newell Wilson, Helen
ial Gym floor. Theta Chi's loss put the Music was furnished by Lew Kyer and -O'Leary; Alfred Boucher, Georgia BurNorthern League into a three cornered his Rhythm Boys.
rill; Sheldon Howard, Jean McMinn;
tie for first place between Theta Chi,
Chaperons were Professor and Mrs. George Hitchings, Polly Davee; Joins
Beta Theta Pi, its conquerors, and Phi Maurice D. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Porter, Ethel Bingle; Royce Day, Ethel
Eta Kappa. The winner of a future Lamareau, Mrs. Carrie Blanchard, house Dunbar.
play-off between these aggregations will mother.
meet the Southern League champ to
Clarence Keegan, Jack Higgins and
decide the school's leading intramural Howard Shaw comprised the dance com- Arlyn Conlon; Oliver Eldridge, Louise
outfit.
mittee.
Hastings; Woodfords Brown, Pauline
Among those present were: Donald Calvert; Winfred Adams, Lois Leavitt;
The summary:
Smith, Catherine Harding; Merrill El- Frank Tapley, Gwendolyn Hooper; BevBeta Theta 131-41
Theta Clii-33
dridge, Mary Bearce; Gustavus Mc- erly Rand, Marian Kizouak; Edward
Shute 5(1) r. f.
I. g. Swenson 1 Laughlin, Ruth Trickey; William Has- Stuart, Cecelia Sweatt; Kenneth Clark,
Tarbell 4 (2) I. f.
r. g. Burke 4 (1) kell, Marjorie McCully; Howard Shaw, Barbara Lancaster; Russell Smith, DonHamlin 4 c.
c. Thompson 1 (3) Corinne Mayo; Kenneth Young, Maxine na Campbell; Roger Smith, Mabelle AshI. f. Corrigan (1) Parlin; Kenneth Parsons, Virginia Palm- worth; Gilbert Ellis, Lucille Bays; Jack
Hayes 2 r. g.
Peterson 5 (2) er; James Marr, Virginia Jordan; Alden Higgins, Frances Jewell; Lester Tarbell,
r. f. Dunlevy 2 Turner, Charlotte Fifield; George Wea- Marjorie Jewell; Clarence Keegan,
Downey therbee, Josephise Snare; Charles Towle, Georgiana Simpson.

Beta Takes Surprise
Phi Eta Entertains
Win Over Theta (Ali With Holiday Dance

Alpha Tau Omega entertained over
forty couples at an informal party last
Saturday evening. Music was furnished
by Ed. George's orchestra. The chaperotu were Prof. and Mrs. Harry Watson,
Capt. and Mrs. C. J. Loupret, Prof. and
Mrs. Maynard Jordan, and Mrs. Elizabeth Wing.
Attending were: A. Sterling Lane,
Natalie Cate; Robert Boynton; Virginia
Twonibley; Richard Bither, Frances
Nawn; Hiram Smith, Joy Stoddard;
Earle Hill, Dixie (,...vela/id; Merritt
Trott, Elizabeth Trott; Philip Terry,
Madelyn Jones; Carl Honer, Marjorie
Church; Theodore Egbert, Charlotte LeCliance; Louis Prahar, Betty Knotis;
Wendell Brewster, Priscilla Tondreau;
Elmer Fortier, Gertrude Titcomb; William Brewster, Corinne Witham; Geom.!
Tunson, Naralie Norwood; Richard Edwards, Betty Reid; Ossie Norris, Eleanor
Ctockett; Leonard Pratt, Josephine
Faliet; Robutt Cook, Juanita Beal;
Robert Feero, Margaret Casey; Maurice
Cushman, Dorothy Upcott; Morns
Ernst, Frances LaPointe; Edward SZatiiawski, Lucille Bell; Richard Crocker.
Lora Gray; Robert Salisbury, Barbara
Crocker; Paul Higgins, Jacqueline Bullard; Richard Higgins, Leona West;
Royce Day, Ethel Dunbar; Roy Lloyd,
Betty Collins; Richard Burgess, Mary
Wright; Albert Crowder, Mary Kelley;
Gordon Smith, Louise Robbins; Lawrence
Noddin, Dorothy Beaulieu; Michael
Wanagel, Anita Miller; Richard Williams, Ethelmae Currier; Edward Rogers,
Yvonne Corrigan; William Clifford,
Joan Eales; William Ward, Marian Dunbar; Paul Billings, Ruth Pagan; Alan
Duff, Hope Cony; Russell Orr, Barbara
Ware; Frederic Beck, Kay Loosey; Albert Doherty, Virginia Maguire.

Seven Are Pledged
To Phi Mu Sorority
Pi Chapter of Phi Mu pledged seven
members Monday evening at the home
of Edith Hill in Orono. Following the
formal service, supper was served. The
pledges are: Elizabeth Dixon, Mary Orr,
Mary Ford, Irma Brown, Yvonne Gonya,
Dorothy Hutchinson, and Helen Wooster.

LES A LIGHT SMOKE
luckies
are less acid

Nos York, (ACP)—Two slang phrases
,i: the ht•ur---"Oh, yeah?" and "He can
:ak, ,t---were lauded by Robert Gordon
•Ier
author and newspaperman, in
s ist address to Hunter College studests
'
yeah?' is not ridiculous, "Andersoil. "It is tragic in its implications.
is ,,, eloquent of world weariness as
isttertist cry of the disillusioned from
ssi•tes down to Dreiser and Lewis.
it bristles with challenge, as the
men cry:'Why have you slain our
diusions? Why have you killed our
faith/"
Nor was there anything new in "He
Ca: take it." Anderson declared, pointing
to tlie analogy between it and the spirit
the icturians applauded in Henley's
' Beneath the bludgeoning of chance,
flt 'cad is bloody but unbowed."
a,liington. D. C.,—No one thinks of
lVa.hington except as the seat of the natss.'s government, yet this city has an• r. although lesser claim to distinction. and that is its importance as a collie, town. For Washington has four
• . os.ities and a number of small col, • within the city limits, all of them
suite well from the standpoint of
•"tit enrollment.
1 . e universities are Georgetown, Amers ;in University, Catholic University
ar'l George Washington University. Wils'n Teachers College, Columbia College
'if Isisis and the Washington Law School
ar, a few of the colleges. Probably the
fi:•: three of the four universities named
are tile only ones known to people outside
tlit District of Columbia, mainly by virwhat publicity their athletes get
in time to time. The fourth, America; University, although one of the outstar:ling graduate schools in the country,
ecintniands little or no national press
mention.
.The composition of the student bodies
ot these schools
is rather interesting.
Tlit sons and daughters of government
sees and officials of varying im;"' -isnee, of legislators having semi-Per-

Forty Couples Dance
informal Dance At
At A.T.O.Informal
Phi Gain Saturday

luckies are less acid
Excess of Acidity of Other Popular Brands Over Lucky Strike Cigarettes

KY

They include preliminary analyses of the tobaccos selected; use of
center leaves; the higher heat treatment of tobacco ("toasting"); con-

STRIKE

BRAND

Over o period of yecirs, certain basic advances hove been made in the
selection and treatmentof cigarette tobaccosfor Lucky Strike Cigarettes.

S

VON" glibre

IOW

IA

sideration of acid-alkaline balance, with consequent definite improvement in flavor; and controlled uniformity in the finished product.
All these combine to produce a superior cigarette—a modern cigarette, a cigarette made of rich, ripe-bodied tobaccos—A Light Smoke.

Recent chemical tests show* that other
popular brands have an excess of acidity over Lucky Strike of from 537“0100.
'RESULTS VERIFIED IT INDEPENDENT CHEMICAL
LABORATORIES AND RESEARCH GROUPS ..

Your

throat protection—against irritation—against cough
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OVER THE HEAT WAVES
WITH THE SONG HITS
By Don Kelley

The song "The Music Goes Round and
Round has just about had its run in the
eyes er the American public but "the
melody lingers on." Red Hodgson,
Chicago bandsman is suing Mike Reills
and Ed. Farley, the alleged authors of
the sung. Hodgson claims that he wrote
the words and lyrics for the song and
that a girl vocalist brought the song to
Ncw York and introduced It at the Onsx
Club, where Reilly and Farles
Tommy Dorsey seems to be the
temperamental half of the D,,r,
e)
formerly billed as the DOr,
e) Brother'.
Dorsey and has boys were playing at the
Club Fordham when it all happened.
Snow-blocked roads had &lased the
band for fifteen minutes, or ses and the
proprietor reproached Itorsey for hi.
tardiness. Dorsey, having had little
sleep in the pre:ending twenty-four hours,
went to work with his tongue with a
vengeance telling the proprietor that the
place was a hay -loft and that the isitrons

• •uldn't appreciate good music Vihrn the) "A lune," "Moon Over
tams" "l,ights
Heard it. The dance: went on as scheduled Out," "I'm Building Up To An Awful
:or fifteen minutes anyway, the proprie- Letdown," "I'm Shooting High," "I Feel
sir then stepped to the microphone and Like A Feather In The Breeze," "It's
Irnly: proceeded to praise the orchestra Been So Long," "Dinner For One, Please
great lengths, then in the same voice James," "Please Believe Me," "The
'•• announce to the assembled dancers the Beautiful Lady In Blue,"'Cling To Me,"
aords that Dorsey had called the place "If 1 liad Wistful! in Ms Nursers
and its patron,. The band picked up its Rhymes," "You Hit The Spot," "sing
instruments and walked out to the ac- An Old Fashioned Song," and "I'm
companiment of boos and Bronx cheers Going to Sit Right Down and Write
. It is with regret that we announce Myself A Letter" . . . "Don't Say A
that the Cotton Club, oldest and best Word, Just Dance" .
known of the Harlem Hot Spot, ha'
folded after iperating consistently fur
ten years. Owners of the club have not
as yet decided whether to reopen * the
present site after extensive alterations or
to move to the Time, Square district ...
We nominate one of the : following to
The intramural basketball schedule for
take the place of the "hit" novelty numwomen began on Tuesda) afternoon with
ber within the next few weeks, "Good).- the
first game between the Sophomore A
Goody," "Mama Don't Allow It," or "My
team and the Junior A team. The score
Lord's Gonna M.or This Wicked Race"
was 41 to 28in fasur of the Sophomores.
c;aigratulations are in order to Hal
Miss Lengyel stated that she will have
Kerins ace Brunswick recorder for his
four platter-rugs that took four out of the sufficient material to make two full Sophomore teams. Members of the B teams
first six places in the best sellers of
January. His "Alone" and "It's Danger- from each class are urged to attend pracous To Love Like This" rating the top tices regularly and to report for the
position ... And the ratings of the songs games in order that the schedule may be
carried out successfully.
for the week just past . . In order

Women's Basketball
Schedule Now Open

Interclass Basketball Schedule
Friday, Feb. 28-3:20 P. M. Soph B
vs. Junior B. Frosh B vs. Junior B.

THE MAINE MASQUE

Monday, Mar. 2-4:15 I'M., Frosh B
vs. Senior B.

presents

Tuesday, Mar. 3-3:20 P.M., Soph A
vs. Junior A.

John Drinkwater's Famous Hay

/I

"Abraham Lincoln
he the

LITTLE THEATRE

Tuesday and Wednesday Evenings
March 4th and 5th
t'

I

‘Vednesday, Mar. 4-7:00 P. M., Junior A vs. Frosh A.
Thursdays Mar. 5-4:15 P. M., Senior
B vs. Soph B. 7:00 P. M., Senior A vs.
Junior A.
Friday, Mar. 6-3:20 P. M., Fossil A
vs. Soph A.
Saturday, Mar. 7-11:00 A. M., Frosh
B vs. Senior B.
Monday, Mar. 9-4:15 P. M., Frosh A
vs. Senior A.
Tuesday, Mar. 10-3:20 P. M., Soph B
vs. Junior B.
Wednesday. Mar. 11-7:00 P. M., Senior A vs. Junior A.
Thursday, Mar. 12-4:15 P. M., Soph
A vs. Senior A. 7:00 P. M., Junior B
vs. Senior B.; Soph B vs. Frosh 13.
Friday, Mar. 13-3:20 P. M., Frosh B
. Junior B.

HALF I HALF MAKES
ONE SWELL SMOKE!

Treasure Hunt Is
A.0. Pi Feature

Joe College

A. 0. Pi held its formal rushing
Kober: Burn
party at the Country Club Meseta) eve
rung, February 17. The guests were
Late afternoon. A bias.:
welcomed and ins ited to join in a treaover
the edge of the W.
sure hunt. Virginia Maguire won first
leisurely down beneath the irs,
prize. Edna Louise Harrison was
ion. Its last rays, like great
awarded the consolation prize.. Cocktails
.ef grapefruit juice were served from streamers, ricochet on the tile:I
Kappa Sigma and go trailing .
the "bar." Leo Leiberman played the
the snow in ribbony splend.ir.
piano during dinner and for dancing
less spectacle. Well might on,
afterwards. The favors were small
brown purses. A contest was held ti the reality of it all. One niisis
so far as to suspect that th e A.
see who could recognize the greatest
number from twenty snatches of song,. was done with mirrors whs
cisely what We Were oft the reC•
Helen Bond won first prize. Bernice
Hamilton gave a short reading. A hu- of doing when a lone figure o
the quixotic setting, and in a •
ll-serous skit and a group of A. 0. Pa
songs were presented by Marie Archer, half a trice, things had sNte,,
their natural semblance. For
Helen Buker, Rose Whitmore, Emil)
recognized that little figure. •
Elmore, Elizabeth Gardiner, Charlotte we
He
is the day-student at the Ui
Margaret
Leighton.
Miller and Mary
lowly commuter — the Road s
Thayer and Bernice Hamilton acted as the
An oddity of the oddest sur•
cigarette girls. The party was brought
How come Murray got lust in the to a close with group singing around never-to-be-forgotten man of thi
woods Saturday night. . . Dotty Craig's the fireplace. Each guest was given a and a peep into the bizarre Lie
should be all to the mustard, lh
BU visitor missed the bus. Was it an red rose when she left.
accident ur design . . . Red Morrison
The guests included: Ruth Pagan, of those now-you-see-him, now appeared Sunday afternoon with a little Louise Rice, Adrienne Thorne, Bertha affairs, yet in spite of monsoon,
bundle of pink and blue. We wonder Borden, Regina Shays Priscilla Tondreau, quake and washout, his number . . . Ethyl Bingle, Barbara Bends and Joan Cox, Lucille Fogg, Eunice Gale, (LEGion 4-100; just ask for ti
Phil Phillips have pledged themselves Josephine Greene, Edna Louise Harrison, and we figured that if all the Cu:, to give up the Fijis for Lent . . Our Elizabeth Humans, Virginia Maguire, were placed end to end on the pOs
vote for the most RSVP eyes on cam- Anita Miller, Julia Moymham, Helen Siberia, it would probably be a
pus goes to Alice Collins.
Bond, Mary Bowler, Verna Brastow, idea. We're pretty splendid o' • .
The AT(,) drum major gave Peg Louise Burr, Laura Chante, Eleanor comes to figures. For example, iss.
fling we sat down with our Vt1W- 21
Hinckley a cold shoulder . . . Beta de- Crockett, Elizabeth Doble, and Lucille
(the
lead pencil and not the fians. •
serves campus congratulation for their Epstein.
igured that the average corm; r
enjoyable tea dance. We hope that it
(they're all average) travelled 1-Isiio
may start a fraternity custom ... Don
miles to get his diploma at the LI.,. y:
Mayo looked dreadfully embarrassed
of Maine, which is quite a
sity
s so.
when he sat in the ash tray of Beta, even
to come to school, and all we ea .•
more so when he dropped his Providence
scientioualy say about commuting .
red-head on the floor in front of the
chaperones . .. The Maples Maidens
About seventy-five prints taken by in- can have it. Of course it might t. thing to boast about to grand
were severely wounded when their earn- structors and students were exhibited in
when haggish age steals on, but
•
est endeavor received no mention in the Wingate Hall Thursday evening, Feb. 20,
neither
the time nor the place for
by the Photography Club. This display
list of statues...
children (for further details, e• IL
Intramural notes: Peach blossoms to was arranged by Ralph Palmer and
your Freshman Rule Book).
carnival queen Chase. She deserved it, Robert Cabeen. The best of these picEvery afternoon the commuter n,11-;
tures
are
exhibit
now
library
on
at
the
but she looked a bit perturbed when
take his stand at the side of the loss:. I:
Prcoy Woodbury sprinted her up for the and in the Faculty room in South Stevens.
Among these excellent prints was a is particularly pleasant these chill o
t
cup . . MacAlary had no deference for
days when starkness sets in so earls, sloe
our SRO prediction, he squired Rose Castle on the Rhine, several views of
his toes are as cold as tearoom Hot b -.
Whitmore . . . There was a liberal Western National Parks, some very decults and he must be content to :os.
smootch of lipstick on Don Kelley's col- tailed pictures of fishing expeditions at
home by degrees: the mercury is Is ses
lar—and he attended with the chaperone Provincetown, and a rather unusual phomg around zero when he passes out s:
. There was a hot time in Colvin Fri- tograph, giving the appearance of a charday night. Ironing boards stood the coal drawing, of die Capitol and the- campus, but it's ten degrees below b thy
brunt of the damage . . . "Sweet arid Washington monument taken from be- time he strikes a ride. Yet he
great deal about life standing there tIs
Lowe" is Peg "French)"
, Pagan's new tween the long row of columns of thinice gutter. He learns to smile w lie:: tit
thyme number .. . The Barbara Grace - Lincoln Memorial. The experiment staDick Thomas combo was one of the tion also contributed several photo-micro- dusk the instructors—those grim ilocter•
with the venerable faces of headles
nicest hikin g in the floor . . .Three graphs.
somehow always put us in usisi
queenly aspirants in the Kappa Sig
Pictures were displas-ed by: Ralph
stunted genius)—come chug-a-chus. •
booth. How to got
Palmer, T. L. Chandler, Dr. Miles, Dr.
out of the grounds alone, snug and
Klein, Dr, Crofutt, Prof. Evans, Prof.
"Well, caddie, how do .sou like my Matthew Highland, Prof. H. D. Chase, in their shiny, little down-payment
game?"
Mr. Spencer Brown, Robert Cabeen, :shouts, and so taken up are they
"I suppose it's all right, but I still pre- George McLellan, George Hill, and Dr. watching out for northbound
(northlaituid traffic at that f..c
fer golf."—Jennings Jester.
Bourcier.
time of day consisting of omit
truck which has gone by half
before) and with thanking Go!
warm home that awaits them t
Just don't see the lad at the Si',
road whose presence is making 1:
possible.
Barbara Ware has finally succumbed
and accepted a jewelled token of Russ
undying affection ... The rolling pin has
made its advent at Colvin. Nut maritally
or domestically, merely to roll the pounds
awa) . Did Higgins mar the happiness
ist the Story - Hoyt reunion (lops! .
Kay Cox'a preference has shifted from
brunettes to red heads.
Huff has spotted his skull pin on
irtahman L)n Parkman. But at Beta, he
was noted Intermissioning with Boo
Littlehales' "Sukie." Which window had
Staggs' eye when he bounded his car
over the precipice infront of Balantint?
. . . John Haggett subbed for Brother
Jim last week-end on a moment's notice.
The Damon - Pythias combination,
what?
The Soph Hop Committee has
posted a letter to Rudy Vallee inviting
him to play—for a couple hundred dollars.

Photography Exhibit
Shown in Wingate

Your Parents and
Friends
Want to Know About

.YOU
•
Send then) sills ri t iliks

Meet your pipe half-way. Pack it with Half & Half.
Cool as Big Ben's:"Come on, Fellow; scram!"Sweet
as recalling: "It's Sunday.
... hurrah!" Fragrant, fullbodied tobacco that won't bite the tongue—in a tin
that won't bite the fingers. Made by our exclusive
modern process including patent No. 1,770,920.
Smells good. Makes your pipe welcome anywhere. Tastes good. Your password to pleasure!

t ,,

011, /Haim% Tainvito
•
The largest circulation of any college weekly
in New England

• hit of bite In the tOkiNtell eV the Teleerop• Ti,,. which
vitt smaller and anuager
IN you uea-up, the tobacco. N. hitt., linger, at
you roach tor • load, oven the Wile GM%

Not

1 ,3A. The Amerlesn

Tobacco ONWPINIP

ifIALF'DIALF
Tire Sa6e POe -To-Oar-co
FOR PIPE OR CIGARETTE

et WHILE
BURNS ROAMS

College for the commuter is
!rig a roller-coaster ride blind-f,
covers the same ground as his noss
passengers, he feels the same
downs, but he misses all the thr
time Is his for sight-skiMIZ over
snowy landscape when day is
time for spark-plugging when
settles in and old academic Ivo
given over to romance and the •
ings of the pitchy night. Along
acceptance card at the Universio
four years' subscription to the or
for B03'l which he may thumb tlo
at his own convenience, but is
when he does his thumbing it i•
convenient. The Road Scholar deathless fixture in the Temple
A long cheer for him, girls; a
111111, you Men of Maine (a cup •
wouldn't go too badly with tl
for he
your Alma Martyr.

••• ima

•ww.

Fraternity
Printing
When you are in need o
Printing for your Fratern
ity, or for any occasion—
why not call 26, or betteT
still call at our office, next
to the Strand Theatre
Old Town,
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Varsity Track Men To Meet Colby In Season's Opener
Maine Favored to Maine Snowbirds
Win Initial
Succumb to N.H.
Encounter
By Thin Margin

Tantputi r,$tiortti

'Varsity Hoopmen Drill
For Northeastern Game

Phi Mu Delta Cops
Intramural Contest

Bill Kenyon, back from the Frosh
A well balanced Phi Mu Delta Winter
Aroostook trip, resumed his mentorship Sports Team, scoring in every event, ran
Harold Webb,Editor
of the varsity basketball squad which has away with the Winter Carnival IntraBy Bill Saltzman
Meet To Be Held
been under the tutelage of Bill Wells the mural Meet, scoring 79% points to ny,
By.only
2t
the
slim
margin
of
points
Saturday Evening
. past week. Only about twenty men have of its nearest rival, S.A.E. Led by Wes
was the University of Maine Winter
reported for basketball, a fact which is Martin, who collected two first places,
a ill Open its indoor track season Snn Pw Team defeated Saturday at Durcausing grave concern to Kenyon. The the Phi Mu Delta's successfully defended
the
Pale
Blue
when
ham.
N.
vening
H.
by
a
n
powerful New HampIntramural Meet fact
e
that Intramural Basketball is going their title, won last year.
- meet Coach Norm Perkins' shire outfit that scored 421,3 points to 39Y3
into
its
final stages probably accounts for
Ed Abbott, of S.A.E., was also a double
Oak
Hall.
showing
balance
by scoring
,... tanners at the indoor field house. of Maine. It was almost identical to that
the poor representation.
in
winner,
while Doubleday, of Phi Mu,
every
event,
won
the
Intramural
Track
her
team
bring
freshman
of
last
sear
when the Granite State instialso
The University of Maine crack Frosh
Tropli) by four points over Phi Kappa
Notable among those who have report- also figured in the scoring. In the girls'
tc against the Maine yearlings. tution eked out a victory by only two A basketball squad concluded a most sucSigma fraternity, The meet was fea- ed are: Woodbury, Dunlevy, and Lane, competition the seniors took first place
the first time in the history points.
cessful season with a trek to Aroostook
tured try several outstanding races among left forwards; F. Burke, Rogers, and with 22 points, winning every event.
freshman
track
school that a Maine
It was the slalom race, an event that last week, winning four out of five gatnes
theni being the 300 yard dash in which Burgoyne, right forwards; Jolutstone.
Sununary :
against
a
competed
freshman
against
the
leading
schools
of
that
Maine
region.
tean:
usually excels in, that really
I.ew Clark. star Phi Kappa Sigma dash- Smith, and Thompson, centers; McAlary,
Snowshoe cross country event: Won by
college.
other
any
caused the Maine defeat. Not a point Those making the trip were: Harry Tourouttit rth
man, was just edged by Dingwall. of Phi Thompson, left guards; and Lord and W. Martin (Phi Mu); second, R.
tillotte,
Old
the
two
varsity
Town;
of
squads
was
Louie
Harris,
scored
by
Milo;
strength
Ted
Curtis's
team
in
this
Team
Eta. Clyde Higgins, Phi Mu Delta, ran Doherty, right guards.
Schoppe (A.T.0.); third, K. Bates (SigDana Drew, Patten; and Bill Cullinan,
can hardly be computed at this time. Col- event while New Hampshire collected 9.
the 70 yd. dash in 73--i seconds, one-fifth
ma Nu).
South Portland. forwards; Elwood Miloddest sort
by is known to lack balance as a team, but The absence of Frankie Doe, a fast man,
second under the accepted standard. Varsity Batterymen
Cross country skiing: Won by E. Douman of the
nevertheless has the advantage of com- probably accounted for Maine's poor lett. Norway; and Ken Clarke, Ft. Fair- Double winners were McKenzie,
of Oak,
bleday (Phi Mu); second, D. Best (Phi
field.
centers; John Perry. Old Town;
iizarre life
Get First Work-Outs
petition with two other college teams al- showing in this race. Too, a chain of
winner in both hurdles; Sawyer, of Oak,
Mu); third, L. Hutchins (Phi Mu).
mustard. ii
this winter. Both Bowdoin and misfortunes attached itself to Bower and Bill Craig, Bingham; Ben Ela, South An- victor in the mile and mile and a half,
Ski dash: Won by E. Abbott (S.A.E.);
Evidence
that
spring
is
just
around
the
son;
and
John
Foster,
the
dual
Elliott,
the
Northeast
engaged
Mule
in
two
Harbor,
Maine entries. Bower,
-him, now -2::
Fates have
and Fuller. Phi Kappa Sigma, first in corner was shown this week
second,
E. Childs (Phi Mu); third, E.
when
over
I monsoon,
meets and won handily but at the same the captain of the team, made the fastest guards.
the 600, and the 1000 yd. runs.
twenty candidates for battery positions Doubleday (Phi Mu).
time
of
demonstrated
superior
the
meet
has
in
the
second
A'01by
run,
but
time
Stopping
off
at
Millinocket Monday
iS number is 11-g,, r,
Snowshoe dash: Won by W. Martin
The summary :
• on the varsity baseball nine reported to
strength in several events. Maine on the missed the last flag in his first heat, there- evening, February 17, the yearlings det ask for ifyin.e:
(Phi
Mu); second, S. Lane (Phi Mu);
Bill
Ken
on
to
go
70
through
the
yd.
dash:
prelimWon
by
Higgins, 4411;
ather hand is untried as yet but has, po- by causing his average to decrease. Simi- feated a fast Stearns High outfit. 27-26,
I all the coin:nu:et-,
third, R. Schoppe (A.T.0.).
inary
paces.
This
week
will
bid.
Clark,
be
*KT
;
3rd,
devoted
Kelley,
Dorm
B;
larly,
Elliott,
who
well
balanced
garnered
fairly
team.
third
in
fastest
a
nip
a
and
tuck
tentially,
battle that saw Cullinan
nd on the plain., of
Relay: Won by Phi Mu.
mainly to conditioning work-outs.
4th, McKenzie, Oak, Time, 7,3;ti sec.
Colby is greatly weakened by the loss of time in the second run, fell on a turn in sink a foul goal in the closing seconds of
bably be a
Slalom: Won by H. Shaw (Lambda
Chief among those who reported were
45 yd. hurdles: Won by McKenzie,
the game to win the melee. The Frosh had
Cliff Veysey, crack distance flyer. Vey- the first race.
Chi); second, Crowell; third, R. Gamsplendid when it
The race was close throughout. Going a four point lead with three minutes to Oak: 2nd. Higgins, Dorm A; 3rd Kelley, two pitching veterans of last year, Don age (Oak).
sev has not yet fully recovered from a leg
r example, one eveKilgour
and
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Many Couples Dance to Music of
Starr Marshall at Intramural Ball
Winter Carnival was ushered in with a 1
brilliant Intramural Ball in Alumni Gym,
Friday evening. February 21. The highlight of the evening was the election by
popular vote of Miss Martha Chase as
queen of the gay young group dancing to
Starr Marshall's radio orchestra. Miss
Chase, of Brewer and a pledge to Chi
Omega sorority, wore pink tulle and a
coronet of brilliants.
Navy and light blue decorations formed
cona background for a huge chandelier
taining the names of each fraternity and
the freshman dorms, silver figures of
athletes, and many banners.
President and Mrs. Arthur Hauck. Registrar James A. Gannett, Dean Edith Wilson. Professor and Mrs. Stanley Wallace,
and Professor and Mrs. Benjamin Kent
were patrons and patronesses. The guests
were Coach and Mrs. Fred M. Brice.
Coach and Mrs. W. C. Kenyon, Coach and
Mrs. Chester A. Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.
C. A. Hall. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Patch,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. McClure, and Professor and Mrs. L. C. Corbett. The committee in charge of the ball included Robert Littlehale, chairman; Lester Meyer,
Jack Bessom, and Thomas Barker.
The following couples attended:
Oliver Eldridge, Louise Hastings; Jack
Higgins, Maxine Partin; Howard Shaw,
Corinne Mayo; Kenneth Parsons, Virginia Palmer : Woodfords Brown, Pauline
Calvert: Roger Smith. Mrs. Carrie
Blanchard, Phi Eta Kappa matron.
Jack Bessom. Mrs. Edith McCullom.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon matron; Hamlin
Gilbert. Margaret 1.itz ; John Miller. Mar- :
garet Thayer ; Edwin Webster, Phyllis1
Hamilton; Hall Ramirez. Charlotte Mill- 1
er ; Roland Albert, Georgia Fuller; Edwin Stromberg. Gwendolyn Hooper;
George Hill. Laura Chute; Mr. and Mrs
Joseph McEachern: Na-man Thompson
Marion Dunbar: Francis Lovering, Josephine Campbell: Alvin Heal, Roselle Sul-1
livan; William Hummel!, Norma Lueders.
Robert Salisbury. Barbara Crocker
Richard Crockett, Lota Gray: Fred Parsons. Mrs. Elizabeth Wing. A.T.O. matron; Richard Burgess, Mary Wright
Wendell Brewster. Priscilla Tondreau;
George Timson. Natalie Norwood; Rich- '
ard Edwards. Betty Reid; Ossie Norris,'
Eleanor Crockett ; Robert Feero. Barbara'
Bailey ; A. Sterling Lane, Natalie Com,
Robert Boynntn, Virginia Twombley;
Richard Hither, Frances Nason.
Hiram Smith, Joy Stoddard; Louis
Prahar. Betty Knotts; Richard Williams.
Ethelmae Currier: NVilliam Ward, Lucille Bell ; Alan Dtiff. llope Cony ; Albert
Doherty, Virginia Maguire.
Charles McLean, Mrs May McDonough, Lambda Chi Alpha matron; Harold1
Boardman. June Clement: Jack Getchell,
Marguerite Avery: Donald Washington.
Frances Austin; Harold Lord, Alice
Crowell: Ernest Dinsmore, Betty Clough;
Ira Dole. Vera Brastow ; Thomas Shannon, Louise Rice; Ross Newcombe, Lora
Cumming5; Harland Dodge, Martha
Welsh; William Brooks. Phyllis Rollins;
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Chadwick: Wallace
Gleason, Betty Drummond.
James Jackson. Betty Rosie; John
Clark. Marjorie Morrison: Roger Burke,
Beatrice Cummings; James Day. Margaret Sewall ; Actor Abbott, Adolphine
;
I.etmard
1.itchfield, Evelyn
Trott : James Dow, Bernice Hamilton;
Douglas Wishart. Marguerite Davis;
Newell Wilson. Joan Cox Gordon Heath.
Barbara Bends; Edward 1.arrabee, Josephine. Greene; Harry Saunders. Lucy
Nichols; George Hitchings, Polly Dave,:
John Potter, Ethel Bingle; Stanley Fuger,
Naida Sanders.
Henry Little. Elizabeth Trott ; Elwood
Bryant. Betty Sullivan : F.Iwtxtd Additon,
Elkn Dickson; Harry Files. Ann Buck:
George Mader. I.ucy Cobb: Howard
Stagg. Carolyn Brown; Robert Baker.
Margaret Hinkley : Norman Carlisle, Kay
Bunker: David Page. Dorothy Davis:
Merrill Thomas. Phyllis Phillips; Robert
Hussey, I.ucille Fogg.
Edwin Bates. Barbara Corbett ; Lucian
Scamman. Betty Freese; Albert Owens,
Adrienne Thorn; Leslie Hutchings, Louise Sleeves: Francis Jones, Elizabeth
Doble: Alan ('orbett, Hilda Scott: Robley Morrison. Louise Ilinman; Robert
Parker. Marion Hatch: Paul Brown, Althea Millen; Thomas Barker, Margaret
Robertson: Lloyd Pratt. Mrs. Ada King.
Phi Mu 1)elta matotn: Alton Bell, Gladys
Colwell.
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Several Fraternities Entertain at

Robert True, Mrs. Annie L. Webst,

"
r,„
K,,ppa sign. matron; Roba

U•
Martha Chase; Lincoln Fish. Helen Buker ; John Sealey, Elizabeth Page; Bruno
Golobski. Mary-Hale Sutton; Francis
Ninetern couples dazit,-ed to the tunes
Robert Aldrich. Marion Mullen; Nel- MacAlary, Rose Whitmore; Lyndon
‘
feller.
C
Edna Louise Harrison; _Joseph of Norman Lambert's music Saturday
son Rokes. Louise Ohnesorge ; Frank
Dorothy
; Gardntr Hay,
Clark. Violet Colson; Edward Littlefield. Caro! Stevens; Edwin Woodland. Phyl- evening at the Tau Epsilon Phi house.
Velma Colson; John Haggett, Rosemary lis Dimitre; Edward Silsby, Virginia LarBoardman; William Mongovan, Phyllis rabee: Carl Golding, Maxine Harris; Li- Prof. and Mrs. Brush and Mr. and Mrs.
DeCormier ; Edward 'Wood. Eileen Har- onel Halle, Regina Littlefield; John Mur- A. L. Goldsmith, of Orono. chaperoned.
dy; Paul Woods. Blanche Holman; Ches- ray, Bertha Borden; Thomas Lees, Marshow featured the evening's
ter Smith, Alice McMullen ; Lloyd jorie Young; Robert Corbett, Meredith An amateur
Brown. Mrs. Edith Graffam. Delta Tau Lewis; James Cahill, Jeannette Sanborn; entertainment. Refreshments consisting
Delta matron.
I Robert DeWick. Marjorie MacKinnon; of ice cream, cookies, cake, and coffee
George Harrison. Mrs. Esther Par- James ()Connor. Dolores Mosher: Vin- were served. The committee in charge
menter. Sigma Chi matron; Carl Taylor, cent Hathorne, Rhona Gray; Fred Stur- ' was Lester Meyer, chairman, Arthur
Claire Aiken; Ralph flawkes. Cora Shar- gis. Virginia Nelson; Theodore Ladd,
and Sydney Hurwitz.
Marjorie Thompson; Richard Thomas, 1 Mintz,
on; T. Willard Crane, Phyllis Doucette
Arland Peabody. Dolly Mosher; Donald Barbara Grace; Ralph Guppy, Betty GruSigma Chi held a vic party Saturday
Poole. Virginia Gordon; John Fogarty,. ginskis; Hervey Allen, Betty Casey.
Polly Gordon; Charles Havener, Jean
Lester Tarbell, Eleanor Savage; John , night following the Winter Carnival.
Sanborn; Gardner Grant. Virginia Gay; Ross, Betty Buttrick ; Reginald McDon- Chaperons were Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Jerold Hinckley, Diana Hight: Leonard ald, Georgia Taylor: Lauress Parkman, Brautlecht, Mr. and Mrs. Goodspeed. Mr.
Konecke, Marie McPhetres; Martin Tol- Alice Collins; Robert Bramhall. Elizaman. Lois McPhetres; Albert Dyson, beth Gardner: Clark Kuney, Anne Elias- and Mrs.. Glover, and Mrs. Esther ParBetty Bray; Theodore Blaisdell. Mar- son; %Vatter Naugler, Jeannette Shack- menter, matron.
garet Ash.
ford Joseph Galbraith. Ella Rowe; LowDarrell Currie, Dorothy Cann; R. Oli- ell Weston, Hope Wing; Robert LittlePhi Mu Delta entertained at its Winter
ver Gordon. Margaret Harriman: Frank hale. Susanne Whitney; George Calder- Informal Saturday night, with music by
Chapman, Marion Kiszonak ; John Hoop- wood. Patricia Bell: Roger Nivison. Lee the Maine Bears. Chaperoned by Mrs.
er, Harriet Welsh; Mr. and Mrs. James Blackington: Reginald Naugler, Betty
Moreland; Robert .Nrey, Antoria Rosen; Williams; Richard Berry, Kay Cox; Ar- Ada King and Professor and Mrs. Stanley M. Wallace, the party was arranged
Keith Bates. Ruth Leavitt; Edward Jor- nold Spavin, Eleanor Briscoe.
dan. Alice Burn; Philip Pendell, Nancy
Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Goldsmith:. by a committee made up of Alan Corbett,
Pendell;
Hennings; Leonard Gaetz, Mary
Lester Meyer, Elizabeth Schiro; Arnold Edwin Childs. and Lucian Scamman. ReWilliam Blake, Helen Wooster.
Kaplan, Lillian Gumner; Elmer Ljppa.1 freshments were served, including ice
Harold Woodbury, Henrietta Cliff ; Hortense Hatalson; Maurice Crockett,1
Donald Kelley. Mrs. C. M. White, Phi Miss Levine; Leonard Berkowitz, Anna cream, cookies, and ginger ale.
Kappa Sigma matron; Richard Lunt, Shiro; Charles Crockett, Frances VerDean and Mrs. Lamert S. Corbett.
Rosalie Fellows; James Morrison, Aud- man ; Leon I,evitan, Lois Widrow.
rey Bishop: Harold Webb, Marjorie
\Veslev Judkins, Mildred Dauphinee; , Prof. and Mrs. Benjamin Kent. and Mrs.
Murch; David White. Mary Thomas; Glen Torrey. Mary Orr: Arnold Hook. C. M. White, chaperoned at Phi Kappa
Howard Forrestal!, Polly Burnham.
Margaret Hall ; Donald Piper, Ella La- Sigma's mid-winter informal Saturday
Arthur Forrestal!, Madeline Frazier; pointe; Lester Smith, Elizabeth Mitchell;
evening. The chapter house was decMr.
and
Russell Shaw. Janet Priest ;
•
.simon t..00per. rrma.
orated in blue and white and colored
Mrs. Wendell White: Robert Fuller, Evelyn Adriance; John Goasell. June Good;
Chi 0 will sponsor a Miss Sorority lights added to the occasion. Harold
Donald Huff. Ethelyn parkman; George Stag Dance March 6 in Alumni Hall. Woodbury was chairman of the commitRadcliffe, Dorothy Craig: Foster Higtee in charge.
Watch for further announcements.
gins, Jane Foss.
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Beta Theta Pi held open. house at a
very informal tea dance following Winter
Carnival, Saturday afternoon, February
22. Many campus couples enjoyed the
Beta hospitality and dancing to Lou Kyer's orchestra.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Wallace and Mr.
and Mrs. James .Moreland were chaperons. The committee for the party included John Ross, Joseph Galbraith, and
Sigma Mu Sigma, honorary p.
Lowell Weston.
logical fraternity, held a meeting
day, February 24, at Stevens. T'
Theta Chi held a sic party last Saturer of the evening was Mrs. H
attending.
couples
day night with eight
ening who gave a very interesta
The chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. Euon her research work with Pr
gene Melder. Those attending were:
Floyd Allport of Syracuse, on pet
James Hunter, Mildred Littlefield; Wil- ity.. Each
member of the club
liam Murray, Agnes Webber; Vincent vit,ed
rhotsoe bprrieng
sett
at guest.: Ruth Hinev,,,
Sherman
Whittredge;
Checchi, Barbara
Vannah, Eva Chase; George Clark, HelFaith Folger, Virginia Nelson.
en Hanson; Philip Corrigan, Helen LewGolden, Sylvia Alpert, Marcia
Edis; Timothy Curtin, Phyllis Porter;
Mae Cohen, Sylvia Cohen, Don
ward Pierce, Charlotte Dimitre.
art, Kenneth Leathers, Fred An
Delta Tau Delta entertained twelve Donald MacDonald, Dexter McCat.
couplies at a victrola party Saturday George Harrison, Dr. Brush, D:
night. Mrs. Edith Graffam, house mother, Mrs. Dickinson, Dr. Purdy, and
chaperoned, and refreshments of punch Flewelling.
and cookies were served.
A. 0. Pi sorority held a pledge
Prof. and Mrs. Mark' Bailey and Mrs. last Monday night in the recreation
Annie Webster chaperoned at the Kappa of the M.C.A. Building. Those pi,
were Mary Bowler, Laura Chute, ElizaSigma informal Saturday evening.
beth Doble, Lucille Fogg, Josct'
Over 40 couples atmended.
Greene, Edna Louise Harrison, Vi-.
There will be no Vespers Service Sun- Maguire. Julia Moynihan, Ruth Fag...,
day. due to stage work on Abraham Lin- Adrienne Thorn. Joan Cox, Regina Shay
coln.
and Priscilla Tondreau.
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Founder's Day was observed Sa•
by Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternit
over twenty alumni returned to it.pus to celebrate the society's thir•
anniv ersary.
Following a turkey banquet, N\
A. "Taxi" Dennett '18, of
Mass., was introduced as toastmaAlvin F. Heald, president of the nity. After speeches by each of the
ni, Philip Temple '39, spoke on
of the pledges.
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